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One day, 
I announced 

to Jean-,
"The fighting is over, I think I can go home." Without hésitation 
he answered: "Pm coming with you." I said to him: "How can 
you? First of ail, you're very weak, you can hardly stand up, your 
treatment has wom you out. And there's no airport in Beirut, 
you have to go to Damascus and then find a car to get into 
Lebanon, it will be a long trip and very strenuous." He said to 
me: "Pm coming with you." (When Genet decided something, it 
was very difficult to get him to change his mind.)

I went back to my house and told my husband that Jean 
wanted to come to Beirut. I felt responsible for taking Jean on a 
trip that might be very tiring. [Jean Genet had undergone a 
debilitating treatment for throat cancer.] My husband said: "You 
know, Jean is very depressed. He's bored to death." And he 
reminded me about an incident that had occurred the previous 
weekend, that convinced me not to refuse to take him with me.

We had found Jean in very bad shape, huddled in his bed in 
that horrible apartment on the rue des Acacias, with nothing but 
a row of milk bottles lined up against the wall. We took him out 
for a breath of fresh air to Saint-Germain-en-Laye (he hated to 
walk in the country), and he announced to us that he didn't want 
to live. He never spoke like that. (...)

This text, based on two interviews carried out by Jérôme 
Hankins with Leila Shahid in November 1991, is excerpted and 
translated from Genet à Chatila, Textes réunis par Jérôme 
Hankins, Ed. Solin, 1992, to be republished by Actes Sud.
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[A few days later] we took the plane for Damascus. From 
Damascus, we took a collective taxi to Beirut. We had to go 
through roadblocks which were often jointly manned by the 
Phalange and the Israeli army, and it was rather nerve-wracking 
for the passengers in the car, because some of us (including me) 
were Palestinians holding Lebanese papers: and the questioning 
quickly revealed that we were of Palestinian origin. We went by 
way of mountain roads, through beautiful countryside, because 
we couldn't take the main road from Damascus to Beirut.

Already, I could see that he was coming back to life.
We arrived in Beirut that Sunday, after the departure of the 

combatants, during the first days of calm. My mother lives in a 
big building near the sea: we arrived, my mother wasn't there, 
but a young Lebanese girl whose house had been destroyed by 
the bombing was living in our apartment. We went up to the 
eighth floor and settled in.

The next morning (it was Monday, the 13th of September 
[1982], l'il never forget it), we got up early, and went to have our 
coffee on the balcony which looks down on the sea and from 
which you can see the whole bay of Beirut. Three military 
vessels were leaving the port and heading out to sea. Jean said, 
"What's that?" And I said, "I don't know. It's very strange." I 
went to get the binoculars. In fact, it was the French contingent 
of the multi-national forces, leaving. And Jean said (l'il never 
forget), "That's a bad sign. Why are they leaving before they're 
supposed to?" For they were supposed to stay another month, to 
ensure the "protection" of Palestinian civilians in the camps. We 
watched them leave. (...)

That Monday, we got back to the house around six in the 
evening. I picked up some newspapers... and wasn't expecting to 
see him before the next morning. After a while, he came out of 
his room, I saw him go into mine, half-senseless with Nembutal, 
his trousers half-undone, bare-chested, his hair ail standing on 
end, he came and sat down without a word on a couch next to 
my bed. He looked at me (I didn't say a word, I was waiting to 
find out why he wasn't in bed) and he said to me, " I love them." 
I said, "But who?" And he answered, "the Palestinians." I 
laughed and said, "Yes, I understand, I think." He laughed, got
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up and went back into his room to go to bed. (...)
The next day, he said to me, "Don't worry about me, go out 

and visit whoever you have to." That afternoon, I was at a 
friend's house in the city. Jean was in the house with the young 
Lebanese girl, and I heard that there had been an enormous 
explosion at the headquarters of the Phalange. I called Jean right 
away to reassure him and to let him know that I was going to 
come home because the situation in the city was very tense. I 
went back to the house, we heard shots everywhere... At first 
they said that the Président of the Republic, Bashir Jemayel, was 
alive and helping the wounded. Then they finally admitted that 
he had died in the explosion, and it was like an electric shock 
went through the whole city, because he had just been elected 
and everyone thought his élection meant the end of the war. (...)

That was Tuesday evening, the 14th of September.
On Wednesday, at around five in the moming (I hadn't slept 

at ail, I felt that something terrible had happened), I saw the 
newspaper vendor coming by on his motorbike, very excited, and 
I said to him: "What is it?" He answered: "The Israelis are 
coming, the Israelis are coming!", threw down his newspapers 
and left in a big hurry. I rushed down the stairs of the building 
and from the doorway I could see the tanks and the young Israeli 
soldiers arriving, with their backpacks and their antennas (they 
had walkie-talkies with them). They went up the slope that leads 
from the sea to the centre of town, passing right by our 
apartment. I went back upstairs very quickly. Everyone in the 
building was panicking, for the tanks were shooting blank shells 
in order to terrorise the city. Jean was over-excited, wanted to see 
everything close up. The neighbours had locked the gâte of the 
building, and Jean protested that he wanted to go out and look. So 
the women of the building yelled at him and told him that 
everyone had to go down into the shelter, that he was putting 
everyone in danger by wanting to stay outside.

The Israelis scattered throughout the city. They divided the 
city into sectors. And they quickly surrounded the Palestinian 
camps south of Beirut.

Wednesday, everyone stayed holed up inside. A few Lebanese 
tried to set up pockets of résistance, but most of the Lebanese
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and Palestinians had handed in their arms at the collection points 
according to the agreement signed between Arafat and Habib, and 
no one was expecting a new invasion of West Beirut.

That night, we passed the evening watching the sky lit up by 
enormous illuminating rockets, to the south of the city, over the. 
camps. And we didn't know what was going on. Why light up 
that part of the town? Especially since we didn't hear any canons, 
nor machine guns. Total calm. No electricity, not a car in the 
streets. Total silence, it was terrifying, almost surreal. (...)

On Friday night, Jean and I were at the neighbours' house 
when, at around six in the evening, someone rang the intercom: 
"Come right down, it's very important." I rushed down the stairs 
(there was still no electricity) and it was my joumalist friend who 
had taken us out the first day. She said: "This is a Norwegian 
friend of mine who just arrived from Akka hospital in the camp 
of Shatila. She has terrible things to say. It's absolutely necessary 
that you get a message through to the PLO: there's a massacre in 
the camp." I invited the nurse in question to come up to our 
apartment. She explained that for the last three days, they had 
been taking in patients with very bizarre wounds: knife wounds, 
axe wounds. These wounded were panicked and said that they 
didn't know what was going on, that a horrible massacre had 
taken place in the camp. Very soon there were so many wounded 
that they couldn't treat them: with barely any médical attention, 
they went home again like crazy people to look for the rest of 
their family. Now, just that evening, some men in camouflage 
apparel had entered the hospital, gathered everyone together and 
taken them to the Israeli post, set up across from the Shatila 
camp in three buildings that belonged to the Lebanese army. On 
the way, these armed men had pulled a Palestinian doctor out of 
the line and killed him, in spite of their objections. The rest of 
the group was made up of foreigners who were brought to the 
Israeli observation post, where they were warned that the 
Phalange were carrying out a massacre in the camp and that they 
should at ail costs go back where they came from.

The nurse and I decided to alert the foreign embassies and 
consulates in West Beirut, since the multi-national forces were 
supposed to be responsible for Palestinian civilians.
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I said to Jean: "We'll start with the French consulate, just 
across from the house." Jean said, "Absolutely not." I said: "It's 
ten p.m. We're going to go out there, she and I, alone in the night; 
the city is blacked out. We don't know who's out in the city, 
with ail of the armed militia. You're going to let us go alone to 
the French embassy?" He said, "It's not my job to go to the 
French consulate." I was furious with him. She and I left, and l'il 
never forget it, because the consul had the courage to let us in 
immédiately (the city was in a State of total insanity, no one 
could trust anyone). He took note of what the nurse said and 
promised us to do something. We were so panicked, we couldn't 
even start up the car again. We went by foot, I think I've never 
run so fast in my life. (...)

Sunday morning... at around ten, we finally managed to 
penetrate into the camp. Jean went in with the joumalists and I 
went to the Gaza hospital... That's when we discovered the 
dimension, the enormity of the massacre. And we realised that it 
had gone on for three days, under the surveillance of the Israeli 
army who set off illuminating rockets throughout the night. The 
arms used were mostly daggers, jack knives, axes, and that's why 
no one realised what was going on, there was no sound of shots. 
People were lying low; they stayed in one place and hid in 
shelters. They couldn't wam each other, because the strategy was 
to divide the camp into quarters, group the killers into 
independent units, each led by a local head of the Lebanese forces 
and the Phalange. So the quarters were isolated from each other 
and that's why most of the inhabitants were killed on the spot.

(...) I didn't see [Jean] again right away, he came back to the 
apartment on his own. I was helping to evacuate the doctors, 
because those remaining at Gaza hospital were in a State of total 
panic. The Palestinian Red Crescent asked me to tell them that 
they were going to be evacuated to Damascus. I told them, "Of 
course, those who want to stay can stay, you can see that we 
need your help." Then one woman answered: "l'il stay." When I 
looked around to see who had spoken, I saw a tiny little Chinese 
woman about five feet tall. I took her by the arm and brought her 
home with me to the apartment at around seven in the evening, 
after having dealt with the évacuation of the other doctors.
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Jean was at the apartment, his face covered with blisters, 
totally sun-burned; he was beside himself. And I was sure that 
that night he was going to die. We talked a bit and he said, "I 
have to go to my room, I need to be alone." I had taken back to 
the house ail kinds of people who didn't have any place to stay, 
we had put mattresses out in the living room. And Jean shut 
himself in for two days. I brought food to his room and tried to 
put cream on his bumt face (he hadn't been out in the sun during 
his entire convalescence). But more than anything I was 
persuaded that what he had seen was so terrible that he couldn't 
possibly survive. I explained to him that I was going to be very 
busy, I wanted to investigate what had happened, who was 
responsible for the massacre. He stayed at home in his room.

After three or four days, he said that he wanted to leave, he 
wanted to leave Beirut. I was overwhelmed with work because 
very few Palestinian authorities had stayed in the city and at ail 
costs we had to try to help the survivors in the camps, to count 
the dead. The local authorities had only one obsession, that was 
to bury as quickly as possible the decomposing corpses that had 
been there since Thursday morning; and they weren't even 
bothering to count the dead bodies. Many corpses were in pieces, 
with arms over here and legs over there. And I begged them to 
count the people who they put into the nylon bags. One of the 
authorities said to me, "We don't have the right, they're already 
decomposing" (according to Muslim law a dead person must be 
buried the day he dies). Furthermore, the families needed time to 
see who had survived and who was dead, and once the corpse was 
buried, no-one would know. There were absolutely unbelievable 
scenes of mothers finding the arm of a child and insisting on 
finding the rest of the body so that they could bury it ail together. 
The camp looked like the surface of the moon, with craters 
everywhere. The assassins, not satisfied with torturing people 
and then killing them, had tried to destroy the houses to hide the 
traces of their crimes. So they had gone through the camp with 
bulldozers to knock down the houses on top of the remaining 
corpses. And there were piles of corpses, because people had been 
in hiding. In heaps you found entire families, or groups of people 
who had taken refuge together. You found the bodies one on top
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of the other, like broken dolls. The only solitary cadavers were 
those of people who in their flight had been hit with an axe blow 
to the skull or a sniper's bullet. The camp was strewn with 
bottles of whisky, and canned goods, you got the impression that 
the assassins had lived for the three days and three nights among 
the cadavers of those they had killed...

Jean insisted on returning to Paris. And I myself thought that 
it was ve±y important that he recover after what he had been 
through. There was still no airport in Beirut, and I had to find a 
collective taxi to take him from Beirut to Damascus, the way we 
had come. More than anything I wanted him not to be alone, so I 
waited for an old friend to leave and asked her to take Jean back 
to his Paris apartment. (...)

On the day of his departure, as he was getting ready to go, I 
gave him a last bit of advice (I knew that he was curious, fearless, 
and not at ail impressed by the Israeli army): "Jean, you're going 
to be in a collective taxi, you have a French passport and you 
look French, you have white hair and blue eyes. Whatever you 
do, don't kid around, don't provoke the Israeli soldiers at the 
checkpoints. You're going to be stopped several times between 
here and Damascus. Do what they say and don't be a smart-ass 
like you usually are. If you have any papers with you, give them 
to me, I'U get them out by diplomatie pouch."

He said to me, "Don't worry, I tore everything up into little 
pieces and flushed it down the toilet." I slapped myself on the 
head and said, "Why did you tear it ail up, why didn't you give 
any of it to me?" Then he put on his little malicious expression 
and answered that if what he had written was worth anything, it 
was preserved elsewhere than on paper. I didn't say anything.
And he left with my friend. That was the first time that he 
mentioned that he had written anything. So I realised that during 
the days that he had shut himself up in his room, he had written, 
but I had been too busy to notice it, the idea hadn't even passed 
through my head.

I stayed in Beirut for a month after Jean's departure. As soon 
as I got back to Paris, I went to see him. He handed me his 
manuscript already typed and entitled Quatres Heures à Chatila 
— Four Hours in Shatila. (...)
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It gave me an amazing feeling, because I myself had come out 
of Beirut completely wasted, limp as a rag, after having spent a 
month interviewing the survivors and trying to make sense of the 
events. But when he handed me this text, from his bed where he 
was lying, and I read it, I had a feeling of extraordinary vitality, 
almost a victory over death, a victory over the horror of what we 
had seen,- particularly since I found this text of great literary 
value. I felt that it was his retum to life, to création. I said that to 
him right away. And I felt that he knew that he had won a great 
battle. He asked me: "How do you like the text?" And I 
answered, "You haven't written anything like it for thirty years. 
I'm overwhelmed." And he said, "You want to publish it? You 
can, it's yours. Take it."

I told him I'd go right away to the Journal of Palestine Studies 
where they were just putting their current issue to bed.

When it came out, the text attracted attention, especially for 
the writing itself, but it was also very troubling. We published it 
with no notes, no explanation. No one could understand how 
Genet could have been there just at that moment (for the camp 
had been accessible only for a few hours) in order to have 
witnessed what he did, at a time when he was supposed to be 
dying of cancer in Paris. People thought that he had written the 
text watching télévision, or that he had made it ail up.

For many, the text had to be fiction. (...)
When we went back to Rabat we didn't have the strength to 

talk, to see anyone. We went through an incredible period from 
October 1982 to the end of 1983, we were in an altered State. I 
fell into a real dépréssion after that October. And I think that this 
expérience brought us together, more than anything else. As if it 
sealed our fate. I went through a terrible rejection of the Arab 
world, because of what I saw as a form of indifférence, a lack of 
awareness of the significance of what had happened. So I spent 
that year like a recluse, between my husband, Jean and his 
friends. Without the desire or the need to see anyone else at ail.

(...) My husband said to me, "Jean's come to lunch." It was 
the beginning of summer (1984). I went into the living room, 
which was right next to the terrace, and I saw Jean from a 
distance get up (he had seen that I was coming) and suddenly I
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had this absolutely extraordinary vision of Jean dressed in white 
from head to foot, with his white hair, a white jacket, white 
pants, a white shirt that was well-ironed (which was not at ail 
usual for him), and white shoes. I had the impression that I was 
seeing a bridegroom, completely in white. And radiant, as if a 
halo of light surrounded him...

I went towards him and I saw... the transformation was 
incredible, ail the more because it was reflected physically, in 
this kind of beauty. The desire to write had done for him what he 
himself remarked upon conceming the fedayeen: their rebellion 
was aesthetic, for what happened inside of them had an 
immediate effect on their bearing and gestures, on their attitude, 
on their posture. Rebellion has its own aesthetic. For Jean, in this 
case, it was the desire to create, to write.

Then I walked towards him. And I saw in his round eyes, full 
of malice, that he knew that he was doing well and that he saw 
himself how happy I was to see him in good shape. I said to him, 
"You look like a bridegroom." And with his little malicious 
expression, he put his hand in the pocket of his jacket and pulled 
out a packet of plane tickets stuck one to the other like an 
accordion, and he handed it to me before I even said hello to him. 
I asked, "What's this?" I opened up the first ticket and I saw 
"Rabat-Cairo, Cairo-Amman, Amman-Beirut..." He said, "I'm 
doing a book on the Palestinians." I said, "You're going to go to 
ail these count ries?" and he answered, "Isn't that where my 
friends are?" (...)

I now think that during that whole time that he'd been so 
sick, close to death, this book had been in gestation. It was 
physical. And Four Hours in Shatila was the prologue that was 
necessary for him. Because he had been bored to death, he had 
said he had no reason to live, and then he had been at the right 
place at the right time with the right person. And then writing 
had become imperative. As if the world was set up just for him. 
As if the camp had been a theatre, a play put on for him so that 
he could be a witness. I think this experience was of such force 
for him that he didn't think for a moment about whether or not 
he should write. He wrote it ail in one rush. This prologue set 
loose the need to create, and gave him the desire to take up his
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voyage again, a voyage deeply connected to the search for a 
person he had met in 1970, named Hamza. He often said to me,
"I must find Hamza." He was a young fighter of 22 with whom 
he had gone around in Jordan and with whom he had spent part 
of the night. (...)

So he left Rabat... And, as he explains so well in A Piisonei of 
Love, he finally found Hamza's mother, who at first, not knowing 
who Genet was, refused to admit who she was. And l'il never 
forget the day when I received in my office in Rabat the 
telegramme from Jean (which I still have): "Found Hamza. Many 
kisses..." (...)

In Germany Genet finally met Hamza (who had come to 
that country to have his wounds treated), now married and father 
of a family. Then he came back to Rabat, where from that 
moment on his writing came in waves. A need that took his 
breath away... He lived in a hôtel next to the train station, he 
bought those famous notebooks that he filled up with his 
handwriting, which was extraordinarily clear and neat, especially 
in contrast to the filth and disorder of the apartments and hôtel 
rooms where he lived, for there is nothing more squalid than the 
bedrooms of Jean Genet. They were rooms, studios, where 
everything was piled up — empty milk bottles, tom newspapers, 
surrounded by the reek of his dirty socks. And, right in the 
middle, his perfectly clean notebooks, with magnificent 
handwriting, always perfectly straight, pages numbered. (...)

The desire to write came back to him at a time when his 
cancer had returned, with real pain. A pain so intense that it 
should have prevented him from writing, but instead it made him 
even more determined. He managed to get the manuscript of 
Piisonei of Love to Gallimard in November 1985, because he was 
afraid that he wouldn't have enough time left and he wanted to 
correct the proofs himself. (...)

I asked him: "Why do you care so much about getting this 
manuscript in and starting to lay it out?" And he answered, "In 
this book the spaces count for a lot. And I, myself, want to design 
this book, to arrange the text the way I feel it. I want to choose 
the places where I will insert white space between one paragraph 
and another." (...)
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A Piisonei of Love is the résumé of what Genet was: his 
writing, his poetry, his view on life, his relationship to reality, his 
relationship to death, to love. And this couple that had so 
haunted him. I say the couple, because one day, at the Hôtel 
Rubens where I went to spend the aftemoon in his tiny room, I 
found him sitting upright (not lying down like he usually was) 
and once again his eyes were malicious and shining, and I said to 
him, "You're in good shape today." And he said, "I found it."1 
asked: "What did you find?" and he answered, "It's not Hamza. 
It's Hamza and his mother. It's the couple. That I was looking 
for. I found the kernel of my book." (...)

You have to understand that the camps, in a way, are the 
Palestine that the Palestinians took with them into exile. It's 
their life, their villages that they carried with them when they 
took to the road after the destruction of their villages in 1948. 
They ail thought that they were leaving to escape the combat 
zones... and that they would be going back home again a few 
months later, when the situation had calmed down. So they 
packed up a little bundle and the bare minimum necessary to 
survive (often taking with them the house key, thinking they'd 
be back soon). And they never went back. (...)

But a large part of the refugees nonetheless managed to 
recreate in the camps a little Palestine, and that's where I found 
my Palestine, in the camp of Shatila. It was almost more 
powerful than the real Palestine. And that's why I find so 
beautiful what Jean says in the first pages of Piisonei: “ Qu’est-ce 
qui est plus viail Le tiait noii sui la page ou le blanc à côté?" 
that is to say: Which is the most powerful? Palestine, the land 
itself, or the country that you created when they took away from 
you the right to live on that land? (...)

The importance of writing, I think it started very early in 
Jean's life. It was his revenge against the fact that he was an 
orphan, an abandoned child.

And it ended with the story of Hamza. As I told you, when he 
went back to Amman in 1984, he found the mother without the 
son, and the mother started out by saying that she didn't know 
anyone named Hamza. Then he intuitively thought to remind 
her that there was a hole under Hamza's bed where he hid his
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revolver. The woman started to cry, he realised that it was 
Hamza's real mother, and that she wanted to protect her son who 
had been arrested and tortured by the Jordanian army, and that's 
why she denied him.

In that gesture of protection, he found again the sensation he 
had felt during that night in 1970 in Irbid, where that same 
woman had come into the room on tiptoe, to put a tray with 
coffee next to him. Then he realised that what haunted him 
wasn't Hamza, it was the relationship of Hamza with his mother. 
For Genet had never had a mother, had never wanted to find out 
why his mother had abandoned him (the head of the Assistance 
Publique had offered to reveal it to him, but he had refused the 
offer), and now, when confronted with death, needed to take up 
again the weaving of his life and to understand finally what it 
meant for him, the absence of a mother. (...)

I think that in the images of weaving, of a network, of a 
spider's web, which come back again and again in A Piisonei of 
Love, one finds the particular way in which Genet inhabited the 
world. The day he got out of "the joint" he went to Damascus, 
then ended up in Paris. In Paris, he was in jail again. When he got 
out of prison, he left for Germany, then Greece, then Tangiers, 
then he went back to Paris and from Paris he went to America, 
from America he went to Amman, then Rabat, from Rabat to 
Beirut, and finally Paris.

He spent his time weaving his life, throughout continents, 
peoples, cultures, languages. A constant coming and going that 
destroyed space and time, like his book.

In the nomadism of the Palestinians in exile, there is the 
same itinerary of perpetual displacement. And that's why it's the 
Palestinians in exile that fascinated him, much more than those 
that stayed on the land.... Genet always was “en position de 
départ soudain" as he says in Shatila, abandoning the culture in 
which he was bom, the language in which he was born in order 
to go towards another. For it's in the space between, in the white 
between two blacks, that the real things are.

TheHague, 1991
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